Subtraction

Solve.

1. Six peaches are in the basket. Three are red and the rest are green. How many peaches are green?

2. Two oranges are in the basket. Two oranges are taken out of the basket. How many oranges are in the basket now?

3. Brian has two pears. Paul has three pears. How many more pears does Paul have than Brian?

4. Jackie has one fewer marble than Amy. Amy has seven marbles. How many marbles does Jackie have?

5. Some plums were in the basket. Five plums were taken from the basket. Now there are zero plums. How many plums were in the basket before some of the plums were taken?

6. Five balls were in the basket. Some of the balls were removed from the basket. Now there are zero balls. How many balls were removed from the basket?

7. Seven apples were in the basket. Some of the apples were removed from the basket. Now there is one apple. How many apples were removed from the basket?

8. Some pears were in the basket. Two pears were taken from the basket. Now there are zero pears. How many pears were in the basket before some of the pears were taken?
Subtraction

Solve.

1. Six peaches are in the basket. Three are red and the rest are green. How many peaches are green?
   3

2. Two oranges are in the basket. Two oranges are taken out of the basket. How many oranges are in the basket now?
   0

3. Brian has two pears. Paul has three pears. How many more pears does Paul have than Brian?
   1

4. Jackie has one fewer marble than Amy. Amy has seven marbles. How many marbles does Jackie have?
   6

5. Some plums were in the basket. Five plums were taken from the basket. Now there are zero plums. How many plums were in the basket before some of the plums were taken?
   5

6. Five balls were in the basket. Some of the balls were removed from the basket. Now there are zero balls. How many balls were removed from the basket?
   5

7. Seven apples were in the basket. Some of the apples were removed from the basket. Now there is one apple. How many apples were removed from the basket?
   6

8. Some pears were in the basket. Two pears were taken from the basket. Now there are zero pears. How many pears were in the basket before some of the pears were taken?
   2